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Underground imaging by frequency-domain 
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building site characterization. Recently there has been consid

erable progress in the direct inversion of magnetotelluric and 

other low-frequency induction data for multidimensional elec
ABSTRACT 

A new method of the resistivity imaging based on 
trical conductivity structures (Berdichevsky and Zhdanov,

frequency-domain electromagnetic migration is devel
1984; Smith and Booker, 19881991; Wannamaker et aI., 1989;

oped. Electromagnetic (EM) migration involves down
Eaton, 1989; Madden and Mackie, 1989; deGroot-Hedlin and

ward diffusion of observed EM fields whose time flow 
Constable, 1990; Xiong and Kirsh, 1992; Lee and Xie, 1993;

has been reversed. Unlike downward analytical contin
Oristaglio et al., 1993: Pellerin et al., 1993; Torres-Verdin and 

uation, migration is a stable procedure that accurately 
Habashy, 1994; Tripp and Hohmann, 1993; Oldenburg et al.,restores the phase of the upgoing field inside the Earth. 
1993; 1994; Zhdanov and Keller, 1994). However, these algo

This method is indented for the processing and inter
rithms require repeated solution of large multidimensional

pretation of EM data collected for both TE and TM
 
forward problems.
modes of plane-wave excitation. Until recently, the 

Several publications address simple and fast inversion tech
method could be applied only for determining the 

niques for transient electromagnetic data over inhomogeneousposition of anomalous structures and for finding inter
structures (Barnett, 1984; Macnae and Lamontagne, 1987;faces between layers of different conductivity. There 
Eaton and Hohmann, 1989). The majority of these papers have were no well developed approaches to the resistivity 
been based on equating the transient response, measured at

imaging, which is the key problem in the inversion of EM 
the surface of the Earth to the EM field of current filament

data. We provide a novel approach to determining not 
images of the source. This approach originated in the pioneeronly the position of anomalous structures but their 
ing work of Nabighian (1979) describing the behavior ofresistivity as well. The main difficulty in the practical 
transient currents diffusing into the earth as a system of

realization of this approach is determining the back
"smoke rings" blown by the transmitting loop into the earth.

ground resistivity distribution for migration. We discuss 
We will outline a different approach based on direct trans

the method of the solution of this problem based on 
formation of the observed wavefield into a resistivity image of

differential transformation of apparent resistivity curves. 
the cross-section in a very rapid manner. We call this approach

The final goal of migration is to provide a first order 
electromagnetic migration The goal of migration is to provide a interpretation using a computational effort equivalent to 
first-order interpretation using a computational effort equiva

a forward modeling calculation. 
lent to a forward model calculation. 

The basic ideas of EM migration were first formulated in the 

papers by Zhdanov and Frenkel(l983a, b), where the integral
INTRODUCTION 

approach to the solution of the problem of downward extrap

A problem of current practical interest is that of imaging olation in the reverse time has been exposed. The method 

inhomogeneous underground structures using surface or bore described in those publications had two main limitations: first, 
hole electromagnetic data. The last decade has seen consider the method is based on Stratton-Chu type integrals and 
able improvement in the ability to gather spatially dense, therefore requires (in general) the observation of all six 
accurate EM induction data. Improved extraction of structural components of the EM field, which is difficult to realize in 

information from such data is important for many practical practice; second, it can be applied only to the models with the 

applications ranging from mineral exploration to waste and homogeneous background resistivity. The more advanced 
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analysis of this approach has been presented in part in the 
more recent publications: Zhdanov, 1988; Zhdanov et aI., 1988 
(in Russian); Zhdanov and Booker, 1993; and Zhdanov and 
Keller, 1994. However, during recent years the method has 
been significantly developed and improved. Now we have a 
much clearer understanding of the physical principles and 
mathematical foundations of EM migration. Until recently, the 
method could be applied only for determining the position of 
anomalous structures and for finding interfaces between layers 
of different conductivity. There were no well developed ap
proaches to imaging the resistivity property itself, which is the 
key problem in the inversion of EM data. 

We present a new method of the resistivity imaging based on 
frequency-domain electromagnetic migration. We develop this 
method for the processing and interpretation of EM data 
collected for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse 
magnetic (TM) modes of plane-wave excitation. To make the 
presentation clearer, we feel it necessary to begin our paper 
with a short review of the concepts of the migration as applied 
to interpretation of EM data. So, for completeness, in the first 
sections of this paper we will outline the physical principles and 
mathematical foundations of EM migration. We illustrate the 
method with numerical examples, typical for geoelectrical 
exploration. 

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF EM MICRAnON 

The physical principles of EM migration parallel those 
underlying laser holography and seismic migration. The EM 
field produced by a controlled or natural source and observed 
on the earth's surface is the combination of two fields: a 
primary field that propagates downwards into the earth, and a 
secondary field that propagates upwards after having been 
scattered back from internal structure. Both fields satisfy 
diffusion equations inside the earth. Their amplitudes decay 
and their phases are retarded in the direction of propagation 
that is downward for the source fields and upward for the 
back-scattered fields. Given measurements of the electric and 
magnetic fields at the Earth's surface it is possible to separate 
the downgoing and upgoing fields (Berdichevsky and Zhdanov, 
1984). The measured surface expression of the upgoing field 
can then be used to reconstruct information about the field 
inside the earth and, hence, estimate the geoelectric structure 
(Zhdanov and Frenkel, 1983a, b; Lee et a1., 1987; Zhdanov, 
1988; Zhdanov et aI., 1988). As in seismic migration, one could 
extrapolate the signal received back to reflectors or internal 
currents by using them as a boundary condition for a diffusion 
equation; this transformation is usually called an analytic 
continuation. In the presence of measurement noise, however, 
this is an unstable process. An alternate procedure is to reverse 
the time flow of the back-scattered signals received at each site 
and then diffuse these time-reversed signals downward using 
the ordinary diffusion equation. The diffused time-reversed 
fields are called migrated fields. Their amplitude will decay 
downward and will be very different from the original upgoing 
field whose amplitude increases downward. The usefulness of 
the migrated field arises because of the following facts: 

1) The phase delay associated with diffusing the time
reversed signals corresponds to a downward phase ad
vance in ordinary time. Thus the downward phase behav
ior of the migrated fields is essentially the same as that of 

the original upgoing field and the migrated signal 
summed for sources at all the sites should exhibit the 
same constructive interference at internal scatterers as 
the original field. 

2) The noise in the migrated field decays downwards be
cause the migrated field satisfies an ordinary diffusion 
equation. This contrasts with the explosion of error 
associated with downgoing analytic continuation by using 
the signal received itself as a boundary condition for a 
time-reversed diffusion equation. Thus the phase of the 
upgoing field inside the earth can be estimated more 
accurately from the migrated field. 

There are a number of algorithms developed for migration 
of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) reflection profile data 
(Hogan, 1988; Fisher et ai., 1989; Fisher et ai., 1992). All these 
algorithms are based on kinematic similarities between radar 
and seismic wave propagation and can be considered as the 
direct implementation of seismic migration techniques to radar 
data. However, at low frequencies or in conductive environ
ments where conduction currents are big enough, seismic type 
migration based on the wave equation is no longer appropriate 
for processing of EM data, because EM fields diffuse into the 
ground. 

There are also several publications concerning the possibility 
of transforming diffusive EM fields to wavefields (Lavrent'ev et 
a1., 1980; Lee et a1., 1989). The integral transform relates the 
diffusive field in time to a unique wavefield in a time-like 
domain weighted by an exponentially damped kernel. One can 
interpret these transformed wavefield data using the conven
tional techniques developed for the wavefields (say, using ray 
tomography: Lee and Xie, 1993). The main limitation of this 
approach is that the integral transform is ill-posed, so the 
explosion of noise could destroy the results of the transforma
tion if one doesn't apply a regularization. 

Here, we investigate a different approach to EM imaging. 
Instead of transforming the diffusive field into a wavefield, we 
transfer the principles of wavefield analysis to interpretation of 
the EM fields, which are governed by diffusion equations. Thus 
we develop the method of EM migration. 

First, we review some general ideas concerning seismic 
migration, or seismoholography. Suppose that we have a local 
source of seismic waves, located at some point on the earth's 
surface, and an array of receivers. Each receiver records 
oscillations at the earth's surface as a function of real time t. 
We introduce the reverse time 

7' == -to (1) 

Now replace the receivers by auxiliary sources and make each 
of these sources operate in reverse time with a signal equal to 
the recording of the earth's surface oscillating in real time at 
the corresponding receiver. It is shown in the theory of seismic 
migration that this field is back propagating, that is, it goes 
from the observation surface into the earth (Claerbout, 1985). 
If we recalculate the back propagated, or migrated, field at any 
interior point of the medium at times corresponding to the 
arrivals of the direct waves from the actual source, the 
amplitude distribution of the migrated field will depict the 
positions of the reflectors and the diffraction points. Thus the 
restoration of the seismic image of the geological cross-section 
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is attained by assigning reverse time pseudo-sources to the 
receiver sites on the earth's surface. 

The analogous approach in principle may be applied to the 
interpretation of EM field data as well. Let us consider the 
situation where we have measured the total EM field, because 
of natural sources in the ionosphere or a controlled source. 
The system of synchronized receivers is located at the surface 
of the earth. We can replace the receivers by a system of 
artificial current or charge sources, which are determined by 
the observed EM field. When these artificial sources operate in 
reverse time, they produce a field that we will call the migrated 
EM field. As in the seismic case, this field in principle can 
"delineate" boundaries of the internal structure of the Earth 
and give us the "geoelectric linage" of the earth interior. 

MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS 

Now we will give a stricter definition for EM migration. This 
definition is much more general than one given in our previous 
publications. However, in the special case of a homogeneous 
background cross-section it is reduced to the original defini
tion. 

Consider a model in which the horizontal plane z = 0 
separates the conductive Earth (z > 0) from a nonconducting 
atmosphere (z < 0). The conductivity of the Earth a(r) is an 
arbitrary function of the coordinates that can be represented as 
the sum of normal conductivity ern (r) and an anomalous 
conductivity Ilcr(r) so that a(r) = ern (r) + Ilcr(r). The EM 
field in the model is excited by arbitrary sources, located in the 
ionosphere or at the surface of the Earth. Field components 
observed on the Earth's surface are denoted by 

{E~(r, t), E~(r, t), O} 

and 

{H~(r, t), HJ(r, z), H~(r, tn. 
We shall call the migrated field, Ern (r, r)Hm (r, r), the field 
meeting the following conditions: 

{E.~(r, r) E';(r, r ), E~n(r, Tnz=O 

= {E~(r, -r), E~(r, -r), OL=o, (2 ) 

{H;(r, r) H;n(r, T) H~n(r, T)}z=O 

= {H~(r, -T), H~(r, -T), -H~(r, -Tn, (3 ) 

curl ., r) = (J'n(r)Em(r, r ) 

for z :2: 0, (4)
oHm( curl Em(r, r) = -/La --a:;:- (r, r ) 

{Hm(r, T), Em(r, r)} ~ 0 for Irl ~:xl, Z 2 O. (5) 

Thus we see that the migrated field Ern, Hrn is the EM field 
in the reverse time 'T. It is necessary to use the negative of the 
vertical component of the observed magnetic field at the right 
side of equation (3) to make the migrated field satisfy 
Maxwell's equations up to the surface of observation z = 0, 
because the observed field EO , tr satisfies Maxwell's equa
tions in the real time t. In real time t = - 'T, the migrated field 
satisfies the adjoint equations 

curl Hm = (J'n Em 

aHm (6)
{ curl Em = lLo at. 

These equations imply that the migrated field is propagating in 
space from receivers to sources. That is to say, it is a back
propagating field. 

For the sake of simplicity, consider a situation when the 
background conductivity of the Earth (J' n is constant. In this 
case, the electromagnetic field in the model will satisfy the 
diffusion equation 

aH 
V2H 2E aE = 0,- ILOO'n at °and V - f.Locrn at 

(7) 

everywhere outside the zones with anomalous conductivity, 
and we can discuss the problem of migration of any scalar 
component P(r, t) of the observed EM field. Note first of all 
that everywhere outside the zones with anomalous conductivity 
this component would satisfy the equation 

ap(r, t) _ ° 
V2P(r, t) - IL o(J' ~a~t -. (8) 

Let t" (r, t) stand for any of the components H ~ , H yO, H zO , 

E~ , or EJ measured at the Earth's surface. Then we shall call 
the migratedfield tr of the specified scalar component pO of 
the EM field, the field satisfying the conditions 

pm(r, r) 1 z=O == pO(r, -T) z=o, (9) 

and 

opm(r, T) 
V 2 m(r,r)-J.1oO'p ar =0 forz>O, (10) 

pm(r, r) ~ 0, for IrI ~:xl, Z > O. (11) 

Notice that if we substitute the ordinary time t into equation 
(l0) we shall have the adjoint diffusion equation, 

opm(r, -t) 
V2pm(r, -t) + f.LoO" at = 0. (12) 

If the ordinary diffusion equation describes the process of field 
propagation from the sources to the receivers, then equation (12) 
describes the inverse process of field propagation from the 
receivers focusing to sources. 

Thus, the problem of establishing the migrated field reduces 
to a continuation of the field Jfl from the Earth's surface to the 
lower half-space in the reverse time 'T. We call the solution of 
this problem EM migration. 

As is seen from the exposition above, the calculation of the 
migrated field is reduced to a boundary value problem de
scribed by the formulas (2)-(5) in general or by the formulas 
(9)-( 11) in the special case of uniform background. Now we 
can develop different techniques for solving these problems. In 
the following sections, we briefly describe solution techniques 
based on spectral representations of the field in the wavenum
ber-frequency domain and finite-difference approximations. 
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ANAL \TIC CONTINUATION AND MIGRATION IN THE 
(K, w)-DOMAIN FOR A MODEL WITH CONSTANT 

BACKGROUND CONDUCTIVITY 

A specified component of the EM field P in the form of the 
Fourier integral with respect to spatial and time frequencies 
kx ' k y , w is 

P(r, t) ~ z, w)8:' f f t+: ru; k" 

X exp [ -i(kxx + kyY + wt)] dk x dk y dw, (13) 

where P(kx ' k y , z, w) is the 3-D Fourier transform ofthe field 
component P. . 

Let us rewrite expression (8) in the frequency domain for the 
Fourier transform Ptk.: ky, z, w) 

a2 

az 2 P(k x, k y, z , w) = v 2p(k 
n k y, z , or), (14) 

2 2where v = (k; + ky - iWILoa), Re (v) > 0 is a 
wavenumber in the (k, w) domain and 0 < Z < d with d being 
the distance from the earth's surface closest to the surface zone 
with anomalous conductivity. The general solution of the last 
equation has the form 

P(k x , k y, z , w) = PU(kn k y , w) 

x exp (vz) + pd(kx, k y, w) exp (-vz), (15) 

where P" (k x' k y , w) and pd (kx' k y , w) are the spectrums of 
the upgoing and downgoing components of the field on the 
surface of the earth. 

Equation (15) solves the problem of EM field. downward 
analytic continuation in the homogeneous layer 0 < z < d, if 
we know the upgoing and downgoing parts of the field. We can 
use the approach developed in Berdichevsky and Zhdanov 
(1984) for the field separation into the upgoing and downgoing 
parts. As an illustration, we present the simple technique for 
field separation in the 2-D case in Appendix A. 

Thus the analytic continuation of the downgoing and upgo
ing (or scattered) parts of the field is described by the formula 

where and results of analytic continuation. 

PCd(kx, k y, z, w) = pd(k x, k y, 0, w) exp (-vz), (16) 

PCU(k x, k y, z, w) = PU(kx, k y, 0, w) exp (vz), (17) 
cd 

p pcu are 
Because the exponential in equation (17) is growing with 
depth, the downward continuation of the upgoing field is an 
unstable, ill-posed procedure, while the downward continua
tion of the downgoing field is stable. 

From the other side, the Fourier transform of the migrated 
upgoing field r: (k x ' ky , z, w), according to equation (12) 
satisfies the equation 

aL
 

-2 p mu*(k x , k y , Z, w) = v2p mu*(k x, k y, z, w), (18)
az 
where v2 = (kl + k} + iW!-Lo a>, asterisk * denotes complex 
conjugate values, and 0 < z < + 00. 

Solving the last equation and taking into account condi
tion (11) we arrive at the expression for the complex conjugate 
spectrum of the migrated upgoing field at a depth z 

pmu*(k x, k y , z, w) = PU(kx, k y , 0, w) exp (-vz), (19) 

where we choose the branch where Re v = (k; + k;- + 
iWILoa) 1/2 > o. " 

Equation (19) gives us the frequency-domain algorithm for 
migration of the EM field components, which is an EM analog 
to the migration technique discussed in Gazdag (1978). 

Obviously, the function f( v, z) = exp (- vz) can be 
regarded as the frequency response of a low-pass, space-time 
filter. Therefore, the migration transformation of the EM field 
is a stable procedure. 

FIMTE-DIFFERENCE MIGRATION IN A 2-D MODEL WITH
 
THE SLOW HORIZONTAL VARIATION OF THE
 

CONDUCTIVITY
 

For the l-D geoelectrical model, formulas (16), (17) and 
(19) will be reduced to the following: 

pcd(z, w) = pd(O, co) exp (ikn(z)z), (20) 

peu(z, w) = pll(O, co) exp (-ikn(z)z), (21) 

pmu*(z, w) = PU(O, «i) exp (-kn(z)z), (22) 

where k
n 

(z) = vlWJ.100'n(z) is the wavenumber, Re k;> 0; 
ped, peu are results of the analytic continuation of the 
downgoing and upgoing parts of the field, and plllU is the 
migrated upgoing field. 

Let us now consider the 2-D geoelectrical model and analyze 
the TE mode first. Following Lee et al. (1987) by the analogy 
with equations (15), (20), and (2 I) we can represent the y 
component of electric field approximately by the formula: 

E y(x, z, w) = Q~(x, z, w)e iknZ + Q~(x, z, w)e -ik"Z, (23) 

where the coefficients Qi'u depend slowly (i.e., continuous 
within each layer) on depth, and k; (x, z, w) = 

Yiwj1.oO' n (x, z) is a wavenumber and an (x, z) is a back
ground conductivity. 

Here the term associated with the downward-decreasing 
exponential function corresponds to the downgoing part of the 
electric field, and the term associated with the downward 
increasing exponential function corresponds to the upgoing 
part of the electric field 

E;Cx, z, co) = au». z, w)eik"Z, E>~(x, z, w) 

= QE(X, z, w)e -ik"z. (24) 

The electric fields E f'u (x, z, w) everywhere in the lower 
half-space satisfy the Helmholtz equations 

a2 a2l 
-2 + -2 E;'U(x, z, w) + k~(x, z, w)E~'U(x, Z, w) = O.rax az 

(25) 

Magnetic fields can be expressed in terms of the electric 
fields by the second Maxwell equation 

1 oE d
,1I 1 aEd,14 

Hd,u = - - _Y_ Hd,u = y_ 
x iwj1.O az ' Z iWILO ax' (26) 

Substituting the expressions for the electric fields from 
equation (24) into equation (25), neglecting the derivatives of 
k; (i.e., assuming that k; is locally constant), and omitting the 
exponential term we have 
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a2Q~'U a2Q~'u . aQ~'u
 
- 2~~--~ + ~ :::t Zik ~- = 0 (27)
ax az n az ' 

where "+" stands tor downgoing field and "-" stands for 
upgoing field. 

Differentiating the last expressions by z, we have 

1 a3Q~'u 1 a3Q~'u a2Q~'u 
-- --- +-- ----,,- + ~ = 0 (28)Zik ; ax 2az 2ik az:J - az .n 

Adding equations (27) and (28) with the proper sign and 
neglecting the third derivative of Q~,u by Z gives 

a3Qd,u a2Qd,u aQd,u 
~= <u«; ~+ (2ik n )Z - a

E 
, (29)

dX-aZ uX z 

where "+" stands for downgoing field and "-" stands for 
upgoing field. 

Solving the last equations numerically and substituting the 
results in equation (24), we find the upgoing and downgoing 
components of the field inside the Earth. The corresponding 
numerical method is discussed in Appendix B. 

Now let us consider the TM mode. For this model by the 
analogy with equation (23) we can represent they component 
of magnetic field approximately by the following formula: 

Hy(x, z, eo ) = Q:&(x, z, w)e ik nZ + QM(X, z, w)e -iknz, 

(30) 

where Q 'fJu are the magnetic coefficients that slowly depend 
on depth. Here the term associated with the downgoing 
exponential function corresponds to the downgoing part of the 
field and the term associated with the upgoing exponential 
function corresponds to the upgoing part of the field 

H;(x, z, w) = Q;&(x, z, w)e ik nZ 
, 

H~(x, z, w) = QM(x, z, w)e -iknz. (31) 

Magnetic fields H1'u (x, z, w) everywhere in the lower 
half-space satisfy the equation 

[aiJx (;(x, ~, w) <lax) + aaz (;(x, ~, w) aaz) ] 

x H;'U(x, z, co ) + H;'U(x, z, w) = O. (32) 

Electric fields can be expressed in terms of the magnetic 
fields by the first Maxwell equation 

1 aHd,u 1 aHd,u
Ed,u = Y_ Ed,u = y_ 

(33)x (J' n az 'z (J n ax . 
Substituting the expressions tor the magnetic field from 

equation (31) into equation (32) and repeating the transfor
mations described above, we obtain 

a3Qd,u aZQd,u aQd,u 
-:'-- = <u«, --+ + (2ikn)Z~, (34)
dX-aZ ax CJz 

where "+" stands for downgoing field and "-" stands for 
upgoing field. 

In the case of migration taking into account equation (22), 
we use the following formulas for the downward extrapolation 
of the upgoing fields 

ElnU*(x Z «r) = Q'. m(x Z w)e- k llz 
y " E' , , (35) 

H';U*(x, z, ro) = Q:;}(x, z, w)e -knz. (36) 

In this case, the migrated upgoing electric field E)':u (x, z, w) 
everywhere in the lower half-space satisfies the following 
Helmholtz type equation: 

2
a2 a ] 

[ dX 2 + az 2 E;u*(x, z, eo ) 

- k,~(X, z, W)E;lU*(X, z, w) = 0, (37) 

while the migrated upgoing magnetic field H711 (x, z, w) 
satisfi.es the equation 

[a: (k;(X,lZ, w) aax)+ :z (k~(X\' w) iJiJz) ] 

x H';u*(x, z, w) - H';u*(x, z; w) = O. (38) 

Combining equations (35), (36) and (37), (38) and repeat
ing the transformations described above we obtain 

a3Q mu a2Q mu aQmu 
~=2k ~+(2k )Z~. (39)
dXkdZ n axz n az 

Equations (29), (34), and (39) contain only first-order ver
tical derivatives of Qt:Nr. Therefore, by means of these 
equations it is possible to extend separately the downgoing and 
upgoing parts of the total electric or magnetic field known at 
the level z to the deeper level z + Az, using the finite
difference approximation to equations (29), (34) and (39). A 
detailed description of this algorithm is presented in Appendix 
B. The important conclusion is that in the framework of the 
model with the slow conductivity variation, we can use the 
same numerical code for migration of both the electric field in 
the IE mode and the magnetic field in the TM mode. 

IMAGING GEOELECTRIC BOUNDARIES BY MIGRATION 

In this section, we formulate the principles of underground 
imaging, based on EM migration. Initially, let us consider a 
two-layered model with the slow variation of conductivity 
(J e(x, z) and (J e+ 1(x, z) within each layer and sharp conduc
tivity contrast on the quasi-horizontal boundary S between two 
layers. 

First we analyze the behavior of the horizontal component 
of the electric field (TE mode) at the quasi-horizontal bound
ary {S: (x, z s (x») between two layers. In the first layer, 
according to equation (24) we have 

Qd( ) iktz+QU( ) ikr: rrE yX,Z,W( ) -- EX,z,we EX,zS,we 

lE~(x, z, w) = ik eQ~(x, z, w)eiktZ-ik eQ~(x, z, w)e -iktz, 

(40) 

where prime denotes the vertical derivative of the electric field 
In the second layer we can write 

E y(x, z, w) = Q E(X, z, w)eikt+lZ 

{ I _ ikf+IZ (41 ) •E y(x, z, w) - ik:e+lQ dx, z, w)e . 

On the boundary S( z = z, (x) in the case of E -polariza
tion both components E and E~ are continuous. Therefore, y 
the corresponding right-hand sides of equations (40) and (41) 
are equal. Solving this system of equations, we find 
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Q~ __ A (e)(d - I-" x,zS)e2iktZS (42)Q E ' 

where 

(e) _ ~Ut(X, Zs) - y'ue+l(x, ZS)
[3 (X,ZS)- I 

yUe.(X, ZS) + VU e+l (X, ZS) (43) 

is the so-called reflectivity coefficient. 
Let us calculate the electric apparent reflectivity function as 

the ratio of the upgoing and downgoing electric fields: 

. E;(x, z, co) Q~(x, Z, co) -2ik II 
13Ea(x, Z, w):::: d ~(---) e (44). Ey(x, z, w) QE X, Z, W 

According to equation (42), at the boundary S 

JjEa(X, ZS, co ) = 13 (t)(x, Z5)' (45) 

So, at the geoelectrical boundary, the electric apparent reflec
tivity function is exactly equal to the true reflectivity coeffi
cient! 

In the case of the TM mode we can repeat all these 
calculations for the horizontal component of the magnetic field 
H«, As the result, we obtain 

Q~ :::: - ~ (e)(x, Z s)e 2ik eZ S • (46)
QM 

Therefore we can introduce the magnetic apparent reflec
tivity function as the ratio of the upgoing and downgoing 
magnetic fields (note the minus sign) 

13Ma(X, Z, w) :::: - H;(x, z, w) __ Q~(x, z, w) e -2iklZ 
d - d

Hy(x, z, w) QM(x, Z, w) 
(47) 

According to equation (46) at the boundary 

13Ma(x, ZS, w):::: 13 (e)(x, Z5)' (48) 

So, at the geoclectrical boundary magnetic apparent reflectiv
ity function is also equal exactly to the true ret1ectivity coeffi
cient. 

Thus we see that although the phases of the downgoing and 
upgoing electric and magnetic fields 'P ~'u (x, z, w) and 
q;.~u (x, z, w) in general depend on the frequency w, close to 
the geoelectric boundaries their difference becomes approxi
mately independent of frequency, according to equations (45) 
and (48) (because the reflectivity coefficient 13(e) is real). From 
the physical point of view, we have the effect analogous to the 
seismic case, when the primary (downgoing) and scattered 
(upgoing) .components o~ the field have the same ph~se at the 
position ot a ret1ector. This property of the wavefield IS usually 
used as an imaging condition in a seismic phase migration 
algorithm (Claerbout, 1985). We can use this imaging condi
tion for electromagnetic fields as well, in which a geoelectric 
boundary plays the role of a reflector. 

We can express electric or magnetic apparent reflectivity 
functions 13 E Ma (r, w) as 

I3Eo(x, z, w):::: £;1£;:::: 1£;/£;1 exp (i(q;~- Ip~). (49) 

13Ma(X, Z, w) :::: -H;IH: :::: IH;IHffl exp (i('P~ - q;~ ± 1T». 

(50) 

The normalized values of 13 E'Ma depend only on the phases 
differences I 

n 13 Ea (. (U d»
13 Eo = 113 Eo I = exp 1 lp E - q;E ; 

n JjMa ( .(U d » ( -10 
~ Ma = 113 Ma I = exp l 'fJM - lp M ± 1T • ) 

We have mentioned above that if the point of observation 
(x, z) approaches the geoelectrical boundary S, then 

q;~,M(X, z, w) - lp~,AAx, z, w) ~ ~q;(x, z), (52) 

where /llp (x, z) doesn't depend on frequency (it is equal to 0 
or 1T). Therefore we see that the phase of 13 EMa is significantly 
frequency dependent except at an interface of high conductiv
ity gradient, where it will be approximately independent of 
frequency. Thus, stacking [3 F,.MII for a spectrum of frequencies 
( w 1 < w2 < w3 < . .. < WJ ) results in positive reinforce
ment at interfaces and destructive interference elsewhere: 

_ 1 J 

Jj~,Ma(X, z) = J 2: J3E,Ma(X, Z, Wj) (53) 
j=l 

and 

~~,MaCX, z) J-><» ~ 0, if (x, z) ff. s; 
(54) 

~~,Ma(X, z)J->a:J ~ 1, if (x, z) E S. 

The same consideration can be applied not only to a 
two-layered model, but to a multilayered cross-section as well. 
Indeed, consider the N-Iayered model with the slow variation 
of conductivity rre (x, z) within each layer ( f :::: I, 2, . . . N) 
and sharp conductivity contrast on the quasi-horizontal bound
aries S t between the fth and (e + 1)-th layers. For any given 
boundary Se one can select a frequency w(€) so high that the 
skin depth &(w(e») of the field penetration inside the Earth is 
less than the depth to the boundary S e+ I : 

B(w (€») < z S t+l , if w > w (t). (55) 

In this case, one has exactly the same expressions for the 
field components inside the .[th and (e + 1)-th layers as 
equations (40) and (41). Therefore, we can repeat all the 
mathematical analysis described above and obtain the same 
results. The only difference is that now the stacking of the 
normalized apparent reflectivity functions for different depths 
(z) corresponding to the skin depth B( Wjo) has to be done for 
different frequency intervals: 

_ 1 J 

(56)~E,Ma(X,Z:::: o(Wjo) = J-j 0+ 1 .2: 13E,Ma(X,Z, Wj), 
)-)0 

where WjfJ is the lowest frequency of the stacking interval ( Wjo' 

W J ). The procedure described above is analogous to the 
conventional vertical sounding of the geoelectrical cross sec
tion: when we migrate the field to shallow depth we use only 
high frequencies, while migrating deeper we involve more 
lower frequencies in the calculations, thus "scanning" the 
vertical cross section. 

It is important to emphasize that for this kind of imaging it 
is necessary to reconstruct only the phase of the upgoing field 
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inside the conductive earth. If we compare the phase frequency 
characteristics of the analytical continuation of the upgoing 
field [equati on (1 7)1 and of its complex conj ugate migration 
[equation (1 9)1, we see that they are eq ual! Tha t means that 
the complex conjugate migrated upgoing field has the same 
phases as the upgoing field itself Therefore for imaging we can 
usc the migra ted reflecti vity funct ion [j ii .Mm (x, Z, (fi), equal to 

(\ .. E''''''. 'E·· a t:l - <H?"" 'H d 
t--' Em- y I r,or p M", - ) / }" (57) 

where E;"" " H':" * arc the compl ex conjugate migrated 
upgoing field s, The inphase summation of the migrated rellec
tivity functions indicates the position of the boundaries be
tween layers with different conductivities. 

Now we can demonstrate the imaging prin ciples for simple 
synthetic structures, thus providing evidence of the stability of 
EM migration. For practical calculations we have developed a 
simplified migration code, which is based on the assumption of 
a constant background conductivity. Note that in this paper we 
discuss mainly the results of numerical modeling for plane
wave excitation . In principle, the same approach is appli cable 
for the contro lled-source data as well , however , this problem 
remains to be analyzed and examined. 

Figure la depicts a model of a 2-D step -wise structure . 
Figure 2a and Figure 2b sho w the corresponding apparent 
resistivity and phase pseudosecrions , computed for the TE 
mode. Migra tion in the frequency domain is realized by a 
finite-di fference method. The migrated field tr: (x, z) corre
sponding to tile surface values of the upgoing part of the 
observed field C:;'( x. 0) in the model was calculated in the 
lower half-space, using a finite-difference algorithm. The mi
grated ret1ectivity function 13 Em (X, Z, (fi) was then calculated 
for each position ( x, z) and each frequency to. As we have shown 
above, stack ing I3Em for a spectrum of frequencies results in 
positive reinforcement at interfaces and destructive interference 
elsewhere. Figure 2c shows a stacked normalized apparent 
rellectivity function ~£u( x , z). The maximwn in ~ go( :C ' z) 
shown in Figure 2e almost coincides with the interface between 
two layers. which clearly demonstrates the phase coherence of 
the migrated field ncar the reflector. Thus the migration image 
produces the corr ect position of the interrace. 

Figure 21" shows the same model derived from surface data to 
which 20% Gaussian noise was added as shO\\11 on the 
apparent resistivity and pseudo-sections in Figure 2d and 
Figure 2e. Nevertheless one can see that the result of the 
migration produced a rather clear image of the interface . 

Figure lb depicts a locally conductive rectangular-insert 2-D 
model. The resistivity of the inclus ion is 0.5 ohm-rn, and the 
resistivity o f the host rocks is 50 ohm -m. Corresponding 
apparent resistivity and pha se pseudosections are shown in 
Figure 3a and Figure 3b . The local maximum in ~ Ea(X, z) 
almost coincides with tile top boundary of the anomalous 
struct ure (Figure 3c). Figure 3d and Figure 3e depict the 
response of the same model, but with 20% Gau ssian noi se 
added. The result of migration is shown in Figure 3f. The 
image becomes a little narrower, but still delineates the top 
boundary of the inclusion. Figure lc pre sents a 2-]) model 
with three conductive rectangular inserts with resistivities 
0.5 ohm-in with in a 50 ohm-m background. These individual 
conductive bodies cannot be seen on the pscudosection of 
apparent resistivity (Figure 4a) , and tile phase pscudosection 
(Figure -lb) , but they can easily be imaged by migration 

(Figure 4c) . We have the same result even if we add 20% 
Gaussian noise to thc observed data (F igure 4d, 4c, and 41). 

Thus for these models EM migration produces stable images 
of the top geoelectrical interfaces. 

RESISTMTY IMAGING 

In practical appli cations, it is very important to be able to 
plot not only the geometry of the boundaries, but also the 
resistivity distribution. We discuss here the technique for the 
solution of this problem, based on the anal ysis of the vertical 
di stribution of the reflectivity function for the same multilay
ered model introduced in the previous section. We begin our 
analysis with the two-layered model. We have shown above 
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FIG. 1. Three 2-D resistivity models used to illustrate imaging 
geoelectric boundaries by EM migration. (a) Resistivity model 
of a step-wise structure. (b) Resistivitv model with a locally 
conductive rectangular insert (resistivity of the inclusion is 
0.5 ohm-m, resistivity of the host rock is 50 ohm - Ill). (c) 
Resistivity model with three conductive rectangular insert s 
(resistivity of the inclusions is 0.5 ohm • m, resistivity of the 
host rock is 50 ohm • m). 
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that the reflectivity function j3 I:,.I /.J (I:, Z, ill ) at the depth of a On the other side, we know that stacking the migrated 
gcoelcctrical boundary is equal to the true co efficient of reflectivity function r~ I: . '\/ II1 ( X . z: ")1) for a spectrum of 
reflectivity 13 1 "" ( V Ol; I .... \ / U ~ )i( \ /(T I + V'r~ ~) , Therefore frequenci es results in positive reinforcement at interfa ces and 
the resistivity of the underlying layer fl ~ can be calculated as destructive interferences elsewhere . We can introduce a nor 

malized stacked migrated reflectivi ty function ~;! .\I ", ( X . : ) asf [ I e ~ 1 -1' .. tx . .:)I}~ 
o: = {	 P I . (58)d 1 - (3 1) /,, (x . ': 11 

.v 
where - " . . I " 13 £ ..\1", ( x . Z. ill i ) 

131:. \I I11 (.\". c ) = -\ 1 L.. ' u ( ' . _ ) i (60 ) 
J j ".,1 IP E..tfm .r .. ... , U' J 1 

I 

J , -..
 
a LI ,a ( .1 .;: ) = } L. I; t:..I/ " (X • z . w } I . (59)
 and calculate the migrated apparent resistivity Pm (X. z) as 

} -~ I 
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FIG. 2. Apparent resistivity (a) and (d), Ey phase pseudosections (b) and (e), and migration linages (c) and (1) for the step-wise 
structure [model (a) in Figure I] without (left panel) and with (right panel) 20% Gaussian noise. 
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- -,, The resistivity of the first layer Pl can be found from the , ' [I + [j;' .-~lm(X, ;:)13 E Mu (.I:. ;:1 I -
observed electromagnetic fields using the classical formulas,-IIPm(x.;:) "" {[ 1 ~ ~ f .M"' (X, Z)f)f:,Mu(X, ;:)JJP I ' 

(61) For example, in the case of plane-wave excitation we can use 
The migrated apparent resistivity Pm(x, z) is equal to the resistiv the admittance Yew) estimated for a high enough frequency : 
ity of the second layer at the interface and is equal to the re

P 1"" l i2wfL oRc2y(w ) = 1/2wfL lI/m 'Ylwl. (62)sistivity of the background 111 elsewhere, because 13 t~lm(X , ;:) 

- ., 1 at the interfaces and f31~ ,Mm(.~ . z 1- · 0 elsewhere. Here, The algorithm described admits a simple generalization for 
we Ll~C two reflectivity functions , apparent and migrated, to the case of a multilayered background geoelectrical cross 
obtain a stable image of the geoelectric boundary and the section. Indeed in this case the procedure of visualizing 
resistivi ty contrast at the boundary simultaneously. gcoelcctrical boundaries is realized successfully in a downward 
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direction , and in each stage a band of frequencies is chosen at second layer and its specific electric resistivity Pl. are evaluated.
 
which the field penetrates the layers studied. In the first stage Then the migration and analytic cont inuation procedures are
 
a specific electric resistivity of the first layer [I, is evaluated by repeated but with a new parameter for the background me

a standard formulas like equation (62). In the second stage, an dium Pl ' From the space-frequency distribution of the conven

ana lytic continuation (or migration) is made into the medium tional and migrated reflectivity functions we find the top of the
 
featuring the electric resistivity Pi - and the reflectivity function third layer and its resistivity, and so on.
 
(3 E ..11 <1 ( x . z , (d) . and the migrated reflectivity function We can also generalize equation (61) for the model with the
 
(3 L..II", ( .r . z, w) arc calculated. f rom the local maximum of inhomogeneous (but slowly horizontally vary ing) backgro und
 
the stacked reflectivity functions, the position of the top of the resistivity II " (x , z ) :
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[ I + ~JL\lm (X, Z )P F.,Mal X , Zll 2
 
p", (X , Z) = {[I ._.a lt. ( _)i.i . ( ..)] Plllx,z). (63)


tJL.;\!f'1 ,X,4 t...t f.,...MiJ. .r , ... 

Here, stacking of the reflectivity functions is done according 
to expression (56) at the stacking interval (wJo ' wJ) where wi" 
is the frequency corresponding to the skin depth z = 3( ujJf'). 

The last formula produces the resistivity of the underlying 
laye r in the location of the interfaces and is equal to the 
background resistivity elsewhere . 

The main difficulty in realizing this approach is determin
ing the background resistivity distribution fIn (X, z). This 
problem can be solved, at least approximately, by various 
algebraic or differential transformations of the apparent 
resistivity curve . The most suitable transformation seems 
to be N ib lett or Bost ick transform (Niblett and Sayn
Wiugenstein, 1960; Bcrdichevsky and Zhdanov, 1984) which 
can be written as: 

fl (I: - ) = 1 / d (2..)"'- I' ~-~~ (64)
It · .. ~ . dz Pa" 2 - m ' 

where m = d log p" It! log v i , T = 27f/(j) and z is defined 
as effective depth of penetration: z = v'TPa /27fJ.1 (l . 

To obtain the background resistivity distribution model 
with the slow horizontal var iation, we can apply the electro
magnetic arra y profiling (EMAP) technique (Bostick, 1986, 
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Torres-Verdin and Bostick, 1992 ) and appl y some spatial 
filtering to the observed data. After that we calculate the 
conventional apparent resistivity and then recalculate it into 
the background resistivity using the Niblett transform (64). 
This is the first stage of our rapid imaging technique, In the 
second stage, we apply a migration transform and determine 
the migration apparent resistivity using formula (63). 

We will illustrate resistivity imaging for a model, containing 
one resistive and one conductive prismatic inclusions in a 
homogeneous background (Figure 5a) and in two layered 
background media (Figure 5b) . The models are excited by a 
vertically propagating plane wave. The bottom parts of Figure 5 
present the results of the resistivity imaging by migration 
(the plots of migrated apparent resistivity Pm (x, z» . We can 
clearly see on these images the top boundaries of the geoelec
trical inhomogeneities, the correct values of the resistivities of 
the background and the inhomogeneities and the position of 
the top of the second layer on Figure 5d. 

We now examine the response of frequency-domain EM 
migration to host resistivity Pit errors. To make this analysis 
more clear, we consider again the simple model with one 
conductive body in the host medium with the resistiv ity 
Ph = 250 ohm • m (Figure 6a) . The results of migration 
resistivity imaging arc shown in Figure 6b . The migration 
image, calculated for correct background resistivity p" = 250 
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ohm e m, clearly outlines the top boundary of the body and 
gives correct estimate of it's resistivity. 

Now we increase the background resistivity ( Pn ) to 
400 ohm e m. The effect on the migration image is very 
clear-the left-hand and right-hand edges of the conductive 
structure go up (Figure 6c), while the central part of the image 
still describes well the location and the resistivity of the 
conductive body. If we decrease the background resistivity to 
p, = 180 ohm em the left-hand and right-hand edges of the 
conductive structure go down ((Figure 6d), but still the posi
tion of the central part of the image is quite correct. This result 
is very similar to one that takes place in seismic migration 
(Yilmaz, 1987). Actually in the first case we observe the 
"overmigration" effect when the resistivity of the background 
is 60% higher than the medium resistivity Ph' In the second 
case, we observe the "undennigration" effect when the resis
tivity of the background is 30% lower than the medium 
resistivity Ph' As we amplify the errors in the background 
resistivity Pn (as it is shown in Figure 6e and 6f, where we used 
Pn of 750 ohm I m and 85 ohm-m correspondingly) the distor
tion level is increasing. However, only if we intensify the errors 
in the host resistivity determination significantly (to ten times 
or more), is the image significantly distorted, as it is shown in 
Figure 6g and 6h. The image is distorted faster in the case of 
decreasing the background resistivity than in the case of its 
increasing, because the highly resistive rocks are still transpar
ent to the EM field, while the conductive rocks absorb the 
EM field because of the skin effect. Thus, imaging of resistive 
targets in conductive background is hard. 

We can conclude that a correct estimation of the back
ground resistivity for migration is important, but the errors in 
Pn do not destroy the image dramatically as long as they are 
within reasonable limits (no more than one order of magnitude 
of the host resistivity: 0.2 < IPn / Phi < 5). 

IMAGING THE NORTH AMERICAN CENTRAL PLAINS
 
CONDUCTMTY ANOMALY
 

The North American Central Plains conductivity anomaly 
(known as NACP) was first discovered in the late 1960s 
(Reitzel et al., 1970) by a geomagnetic depth sounding (GDS) 
array. Jones and Craven (1989) conducted extensive studies of 
NACP using GDS, seismic and gravity data. We have calcu
lated the forward response of NACP using the finite-element 
code discussed in Wannamaker et al. (1987). The input model 
was slightly simplified with respect to the Jones and Craven 
original model to facilitate the assessment of the capability of 
the migration scheme to image a subsurface inhomogeneity 
such as that of NACP. The input model is illustrated in 
Figure 7a. Calculated field values were interpolated to create 
an equidistant set of data points with a spacing of 1.5 km. The 
E-polarization response was calculated at 68 periods over the 
four decades 0.1-104 s and was interpolated for contouring. 

The resulting image of the migrated field is illustrated in 
Figure 7b. It is clear that separate bodies in the model are not 
resolved, but the general geometry of the model and its 
resistivity are imaged with good quality. Note, that this result 
corresponds very well to the result of the inversion of the 
synthetic NACP structures, obtained by the rapid relaxation 
inversion (RRI) method for TE data (Nong et al., 1993). 

We also studied the TM data for the same model. The TM 
field response was calculated at 68 periods over the four 

decades 0.1-10
4 

s as well. The migration image for TM data is 
presented in Figure 7c. It is possible to resolve all conductive 
bodies on the TM migration image, although the conductivity 
is underestimated by TM mode migration. Note, that in this 
example we use the simplified model of NACP structure 
without the surface conductor, which makes it possible to 
resolve the TM mode data. The real NACP response does not 
show an anomaly in the TM mode. One can expect that the 
joint TE and TM mode migration will produce the more 
accurate image, like in the case of RRI inversion (Nong et al., 
1993). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Migration and analytic continuation make it possible to 
obtain a quick first image of the geoelectrical cross-section, 
provided one has available continuous profile electromagnetic 
observations on the surface of the earth, which are phase
referenced. It is important to notice that the computational 
efforts in this case are comparable to forward modeling. The 
results of imaging could be used either as the semi qualitative 
estimation of the geoelectrical model, or as a starting model 
for more comprehensive inversion algorithms. 

The practical application of electromagnetic migration re
quires addressing several challenges: 

1) Data must be spatially dense and must be collected in a 
manner that preserves intersite phase relations. This does 
not mean that all sites must be operated simultaneously, 
but it does require sufficient spatial overlap between 
separate deployments of instruments that intersite trans
fer functions can be calculated for all measured fields 
(see Egbert and Booker, 1989). 

2) One must be able to separate the downgoing and upgoing 
(scattered) fields. In principle, this is accomplished 
for MT array data (Berdichevsky and Zhdanov, 1984; 
Zhdanov, 1988). For controlled sources, direct subtrac
tion of the primary field from the observed signal is 
appropriate to obtain the scattered (upgoing) field, but is 
subject to errors in measurement of the signals and 
source parameters, and prediction of the primary field. 

Despite these difficulties, EM migration clearly has potential 
advantages. For instance, it should be possible to quickly 
generate migrated images in the field and use them to optimize 
instrument deployments. In addition, migrated images for 
complicated source-receiver geometries and complex structure 
should be possible when other methods are not computation
ally feasible. Also, the migrated image can be used as the first 
approximation of the subsurface structure in an inversion 
scheme, based on more sophisticated forward modeling and 
inversion algorithms. 
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APPENDIX A 

SEPARATION OF EM FIELD INTO DOWNGOING AND UPGOING COMPONENTS 

Here we present the simple technique for field separation in 
the 2-D case following the approach developed by Berdichev
sky and Zhdanov (1984). 

Consider a 2-D model with the constant background distri
bution of conductivity Un == const. Anomalous conductivity is 
concentrated in some closed domains or in some layer below 
the Earth's surface. In the layer with constant conductivity (J' n' 

the E-polarized electric field can be represented as a sum of 
downgoing and upgoing fields, 

ey(k;o z , w) = e:(k x , w) exp (-vz) + e;Ck n w) exp (vz), 

(A-I) 

where ey (k x ' z, w) is the 2-D Fourier transform of the E; Cx, 
z, w) component, e: (k x' w) and e: (k x ' w) are the spectra of 
the downgoing and upgoing components of the field on the 
surface of the earth, and v == V,(k; - iW/-Loun ) , Re (v) > 
o is a wavenumber in (k, w) domain. From Maxwell's 

equations the 2-D Fourier transform h, (kx, Z, w) of the 
H; ( x, Z, w) component is 

hAk x ' Z, or) = 
1 CJe y 

-.--- = 
lW/-LO CJz 

v 
- -.-

lWfLo 

x [e;Ck x , or) exp (vz) - e;(k x , w) exp (-vz)]. (A-2) 

While equations (A-I) and (A-2) give 

dey(k x, 1 [ w) = 2 ey(k x, iWfL 00, w) + -v-hx(k x, 0, w) 1 
1 [ iW/-Lo

e:(kx , w) = 2" ey(k x , 0, or) - -v- hAk x , 0, w:]. 
(A-3) 

Thus, applying an inverse Fourier transform to both sides of 
the equations (A-3) gives the downgoing and upgoing compo
nents of the electric field on the surface of the earth. 


